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5th Anniversary

Maneka Gandhi
a MRJ presentation
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Every ant, every bird, every
elephant is important to our
own well being. Therefore,
we need to nurture their
habitat and them, if we are
to survive.
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Luxury Design

Thematic
Settings

Monica Malhotra Kandhari, Senior Director,
MBD Group, embraces a composite
totality of themes including hard finishes,
new concepts of lighting and ambient
music in the Radisson Blu MBD Hotels.
Photo credits: Radisson Blu MBD
Hotel, Noida; Radisson Blu Hotel
MBD, Ludhiana
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M

onica ventured into the hospitality industry to pursue her
father’s vision when MBD Group

launched its first project ‘The Radisson
Blu MBD Hotel’, Noida. Her creativity blos-

somed in the form of interiors with a difference at the group’s offices, hotels and
malls.
This five star deluxe hotel is simply
extravagant! Sprawling across an area of
8000 sq meters, the hotel has 127 spacious
rooms, which are contemporary and presents a perfect blend of luxury with modernity. One has a wide choice of deluxe
rooms, business class rooms, crescent
rooms, executive suites and Prive rooms.
The Prive rooms are a set of 11 rooms
where the guests can expect the finest in
living in the privacy of the wing, which not
only offers controlled access to the area but
also offers personalized services catering
to the individual needs of the guests. The
personal touch in the rooms includes an
in room Jacuzzi, private dining area, video

library. The guests can expect the finest

to accommodate the specific needs of

conferencing facility within the room, daily

in living in the privacy of the “Prive wing,”

these guests and make them comfortable.

changing in room dining menu .The MBD

which has controlled access to the area.

S18, the 24 hour brasserie, retains

group take exclusivity to a new level with a

This hotel also has designate rooms for

the informal charm of a coffee shop and

special Prive lounge, an exclusive area and

differently able. These rooms are furnished

is washed with natural light from the

a perfect space for a working lunch or an

with low beds, more accessible wardrobe

bay windows, overlooking the sparkling

exuberant dinner, the lounge has its own

rods and wash basins with extra platforms

waters of the pool. The cheerful ambiNOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015 • DESIGN MATRIX 77
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ence is highlighted by orange and green

an ethereal space with the inscription of

upholstery on the chairs, with matching

the Devanagri script.

mats and glassware. Across the evening,

@links is where people link, drink

the ambience changes to subtle shades of

and get down to some serious chilling.

white and cream, creating an elegant and

This trendy, ultra-relaxed rendezvous bar

romantic charm. Softly lit candles, all white

serves a wide selection of spirits – from

glassware and cream table cloths com-

creative cocktails and new and old world

plete the look.

wines to tequila and martini.

R.E.D stands for Rare Eastern Dining.

The Chocolate Box, a patisserie and

The colour red is symbolic of oriental cul-

boulangerie keenly proclaims the novel

ture and history as illustrated by the flags

idea of designer handcrafted Swiss choco-

of China and Japan. Red also stands for the

lates exquisitely sculpted designer cakes,

sheer energy and vitality of the East. The

freshly baked breads keeping in mind

logo represents the vibrant, hi-tech and

the health aspect. Plush leather and hide

fashionable New East – crisp, contempo-

couches balance against the detailed wall

rary and chic.

hangings that compliment the vintage

Made in India, reflects self-indulgence

graphic print posters. The layout reminisc-

and luxury, a beautiful culmination of the

es of avant-garde Parisian cafes and yet,

opulence of the erstwhile Indian royalties

the menu and the service style is Anglo-

and the contemporary Indian design. The

Indian making the Chocolate Box Lounge

concept of bringing together the past

unique.

and the present is very well reflected in

The hotel presents a pure indulgence

the cuisines as well. The restaurant creates

zone for rejuvenation. Espace offers exclu-

a theatrical experience by exaggerating

sive massage suites, in- built steam shower

objects, which are predominant in India’s

and customized ambient music. The Uni-

centuries old history. The Prakash Yantra

sex Salon in backdrop of soft purple hues

a modern version of Jantar Mantar along

offers all salon services using an interna-

with “The Maharaja Table,” a virtual chess

tional product range.

board, adds to the royalty to the restau-

Now we take you to another thought-

rant. While the huge eight copper pillars

ful design, The Radisson Blu Hotel MBD

are inspired from the pillars in the palaces

Ludhiana, the second hospitality venture

of the Maharajas. Graphics and paintings

of MBD Group.

in vibrant tribal colours adorn the ceilings.

The five elements of existence in the

These blended with the light hues create

Hindu mythology (Panch Mahabhutas i.e.,
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Sky, Air, Fire, Water & Earth) have inspired

imparts grandeur to the introduction of

the interior spaces within the hotel area to

the hotel’s interior space. Intelligent design

bring about relaxation, freedom and inspi-

elements add to the mood of the lobby.

ration. The design interiors have been cre-

While the reflection of the fire wall ush-

ated for the emotional response and cap-

ers in vibrant ambience, the long glazing

ture a distinct glamour. Exuding seclusion,

bring cool moon light into the lobby dur-

luxury and comfort, the hotel has around

ing evening giving a feeling of open shel-

83 keys and is more inward looking expos-

ter under the starry sky. The reflection of

ing the guest to the greenery, the water

moon and clouds in the water body adds

bodies and natural light. The hotel interiors

to the romance in the area. Accentuating

have an elegant ambience and contempo-

the mood is the light music synchronized

rary style. The result is a luxurious designer

to the tune of gentle water cascade flow-

hotel with a timeless and unique character.

ing in the water body which elevates the

Spread over a 4600 sq ft of area, the

senses to a new level. The lobby gets more

16mts sky high main lobby is energized

dramatic with a special candle light effect

with the five elements of nature and

which creates shadows of candles on floor
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and shimmering candles all around the
lobby
Apart from the deluxe rooms the hotel
also has six executive suites, business class
rooms for the modern traveler and an exclusive Prive collection. The rooms here spell
the ultimate in bespoke indulgence and
hospitality where one leaves with a sense
of belonging and a yearning to return. The
two types of deluxe rooms cover an area
of 345 sq ft & 525 sq ft respectively. The
design of the room segregates the flow of
the service movement and use of the guest
are thereby leaving no room for any form
of disturbance whatsoever. The metamorphosis of color, texture, its evolution and
effervescence will lift the ambience of the
room to a superlative degree and rediscover a new concept of guest room design.
Huge windows facing the pools with ceiling hung seating provide an extended view
of the outside greenery. A distinct feature
of the rooms is the bath areas, which is an
extension of the room itself. However it can
be enclosed as a separate area with sliding
doors. These sliding doors are actually art
walls which add to the decor of the rooms.
The wooden flooring and richly carved side
tables heightens the sense of opulence
coupled with a sofa seating, private dining
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space and a private library makes the larger-

area. The variance in texture, light, shade,

than- life feeling stay.

hue and color keeps the dining area afresh.

The coffee shop, Cafe Delish is a place

Made in India, the Indian restaurant is

where the guests can witness and savor the

a culinary journey, where guests can relish

delicacies of popular International cuisine

the memories and prophecies of the great

along with the fresh pizzas. The essence

Indian cuisine. The “Memories” feature the

of the design philosophy of the hotel, out

long forgotten dishes and ‘‘Prophecies”

of Panch Mahabhutas, the beauty of water

mark the progression of the cuisine as envi-

is adequately displayed in the coffee shop

sioned by the chefs. The restaurant is an

with intelligently designed flooring which

amalgamation of the elements of Indian art

gives the impression of flowing water and

which creates a spectacular equilibrium of

the trickling water over 3 mts long glass

the color, texture and decor of the ancient

structure. Floral pattern with shades of

and modern Indian era. The interesting ele-

orange and red on acrylic walls adorn the

ment in the decor happens to be the extenNOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015 • DESIGN MATRIX 81
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sive use of traditional Indian “almirahs”. The

ties unique to the restaurant where recipes

by the wrapper of a box. The blinds are

modern day crystal glassware displayed on

are never softened or diluted, remaining

designed to resemble the delicate ribbons

the almirahs create a beautiful light effect,

true to their oriental origins.

used for packaging of the chocolate boxes.

which illuminates the whole place. The

Peg, the ultra relaxed bar has personal-

Espace, the spa and the health club is

chequered flooring adds a dash of royalty,

ized private bar collection for the guests. It

designed with a higher dimension evolv-

while the Indian throws on the modern fur-

is modern and is centrally located for easy

ing around the touch of the senses and the

niture speaks about the fusion art.

access to all. The blue color of light exu-

stirring of the soul.

R.E.D (Rare Eastern Dining) is the Pan
Asian restaurant, where the guests enjoy

berating from glass and crystal floor adds
romance to the whole area.

The banqueting halls are a blend of
Indian and modern theme where the ceil-

the diversity of oriental food in a pleas-

As the name suggests, The Chocolate

ing has been inspired by Indian fabrics.

ing and comfortable environment with a

Box and Lounge, the interiors are inspired

The modern and dynamic interiors provide

panoramic view of the greenery and the

by the components of a box of choco-

ample of scope for thematic settings. The

dramatic cascade. The oriental feel of the

lates. The inspiration has been carried for-

two banquet hall: The Amber room and

place is being brought about by Chinese

ward in the colors and shapes used in the

The Paisley room is an ideal venue for

calligraphy on the floor, orange lights and

interiors. The colors used are a mix of rich

small and large corporate business meet-

the upholstery which has a touch of orien-

dark chocolate brown, gold and white, all

ings, seminars, conferences, and social

tal green. The bamboo louvers which cre-

put together such that the place actually

functions or weddings. For all office needs,

ate light and shadow effect along with the

resembles a “chocolate box”. The shapes

the hotel has a well equipped business

bamboo ceiling speak subtly of Chinese

used in the interiors are also inspired by

centre with the state of the art technol-

culture. The rock flooring at the entrance of

parts of a box; the alcoves are also a reflec-

ogy, which meets the requirements of any

the restaurant creates the effect of a float-

tion of the moulds from inside of a choco-

modern day business traveler.

ing floor is quite intriguing. The menu will

late box. The festive and gold color used in

be almost entirely, a compilation of special-

the elevations and equipments are inspired

www.mbdgroup.com
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